












































































































































































PART II

Policy Framework
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§lEC'flION IX: GOAlL§~ ORJlECTIIVJE§, ANJ[)RlECOMMJENJ[)lEJ[)§'fRATlEGJIE§

The Lower Susquehanna Heritage Greenway Management Plan (the Management Plan) goes
beyond the "bricks and mortar" improvements required to build a greenway trail. It encompasses
a wide range of projects and programs to achieve the goals and objectives for the Lower
Susquehanna Heritage Greenway (LSHG). The goals and objectives of the Management Plan are
intended to serve as guideposts to provide long term direction for the Lower Susquehanna
Heritage Greenway Inc. (LSHGI), the management entity responsible for the heritage area.
Although the Management Plan is essentially a five-year program, the goals and objectives will
remain a valid guidance even as management strategies evolve in response to changing
circumstances. Under this premise, the role ofLSHGI is to serve as a catalyst for aiding potential
partners and facilitating actions by others through the distribution of funds.

Listed, described, and arranged below as parts under six main headings are the major goals,
objectives, and recommended strategies for implementation of the Management Plan. They also
are summarized in table format for ease of review. The six main headings for the major goals,
objectives, and recommended strategies include:

1. Interpretation and Education;
2. Infrastructure, Linkages, and Facility Development;
3. Community and Economic Development;
4. Preservation and Resource Stewardship;
5. Marketing and Outreach; and
6. Partnerships.

PAR'f I: INTJERJPRETATION AN]!) EDUCATJ[ON

Interpretation and education include actions to maintain the integrity of the LSHG and strengthen
the traditions and authenticity of its heritage components. Interpretation and education include
projects, programs, and activities designed to increase the public's understanding and use of the
LSHG and its resources. Related LSHGI activities will focus on working with existing
organizations and entities involved in interpretation and education to develop programs and
materials that reach across borders and provide regional benefits. In addition, interpretation and
education will be offered at new and existing venues. The LSHGI will consider cooperative
interpretive programs and events developed in partnership with existing interpretive and
educational organizations and entities.

GOAL 1: Encourage a greater understanding of the lL§JlIG's historical, cultural, natural,
and recreational attributes through interpretation ami education.

Objective 1,' Develop a unifying interpretive experience for the LSHG.
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Interpretive Strategy - As the LSHGI looks toward the next five years, there is a potential to
develop the LSHG into a major heritage tourism destination. The interpretive strategy will ensure
that visitors and residents are aware that they are traveling and living within a special place.
Visitors and residents will be able to circulate and access the attractions as well as understand and
appreciate the resources within the region. By working with existing interpretive and educational
organizations and entities, integrated programs can be developed to provide regional benefits and
enhance visitor experiences. Forming the appropriate interpretive partnerships is the first step in
developing a cohesive regional strategy.

Objective 2: Develop the LSHG into a regional heritage attraction in which visitors and
residents are able to circulate and access the attractions, as well as understand and appreciate
the resources.

Regional Strategy - Rather than conceiving of the LSHG as a set of independent communities and
two counties divided by political, social, and economic boundaries, this strategy envisions a
region-wide interpretive experience. The region-wide experience will link the LSHG's thematic
framework to its physical linkages and interpretive venues and programs.

Four major interpretive opportunities exist to support the development of a region-wide strategy.
First, because the LSHG' s history and culture were heavily influenced by the Susquehanna River
and the Chesapeake Bay, there is an opportunity to create an interpretive experience that links the
historical and chronological component to its spatial and geographic organization, thus creating a
thematic structure which builds upon the highly visible resources of the LSHG landscape. What
makes the LSHG intriguing is that it can be perceived and experienced in a variety of different
ways, making circulation throughout the region exciting. Another major opportunity is that many
core heritage resources within the LSHG are significant, well distributed throughout the area, and
open to the public. This makes it possible to create interpretive nodes or centers where resources
are concentrated and easily accessible. Finally, interpretive initiatives already exist to tell the
LSHG history or "story." These initiatives provide the basis for a set of coordinated interpretive
programs that will support the visitor's interpretive experience. The LSHGI's interpretative
program builds upon these opportunities by proposing the following regional strategies:

" Thematic Framework: The interpretation will be "story" driven and use the overarching
thematic framework of the "The Lower Susquehanna: a Gateway to the Bay" (or some
variation) to organize and explain the LSHG's resources. Under this umbrella, three core
themes have been developed to capture the story of the region by its three most important
components. These core themes are: 1) The Greenway Landscape; 2) Waters in Motion;
and 3) The Lower Susquehanna Community. The three themes are discussed in more
detail in Objective 3.

e Experiencing the LSHG: The interpretive strategy will emphasize the primary
transportation functions of the LSHG and the broad theme of "The Lower Susquehanna: a
Gateway to the Bay," to convey the "story." The greenway trail will be the core of the
experience or the spine linking resources and communities as an organizing tool. In this
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case, the greenway acts as a physical component to link the various segments of the
LSHG, increasing understanding and access for both residents and visitors. Other physical
linkages or loops will complement the main trail and include a system of car, bike and
pedestrian routes.

o Interpretive Heritage Venues: In-depth interpretation will be offered at interpretive
heritage venues, forming a network of interpretive sites and facilities at several key
locations along the greenway (see Figure IX-1). A set of discovery centers will provide
visitor orientation and overview of the LSHG. These centers will act as a key points of
contact where the core themes are explained and interactive experiences are available.
These venues will offer various levels of interpretation depending on their location, access,
and proximity to core resources. In order to assist visitors and residents to support and
understand resources in the LSHG, interpretation will range from the presentation and
overview of the "story" and the greenway to individual exhibits that focus on specific
topics and themes.

" Interpretive Programs: A coordinated set of interpretive programs will be designed to use
the themes, the "story," the greenway trail, and the heritage venues. The LSHGI will need
to coordinate with interpretive and educational organizations and entities to develop and
enhance initiatives that will shape the visitor's interpretive experience. This strategy will
utilize a network of sites, facilities, activities, and events within the LSHG to generate
interest.

Objective 3:Maintain the integrity of the LSHG and strengthen the traditions and authenticity
of its heritage components through unified themes.

Thematic Framework - The thematic structure will act as a groundwork for interpreting the
LSHG. It must be simpler than the "story" itself. It also must be easily explained to visitors,
presenting a schematic, yet accurate image of the corridor's history. Harford and Cecil Counties
have started already to market jointly under the titles "Top ofthe Bay" and "Gateway to the Bay."
In a similar manner, it is proposed that a single-title-style theme be adopted for the LSHG. The
proposed title could be "The Lower Susquehanna Heritage Greenway: Gateway to the Bay."

This singular title theme, which recognizes the significance of the Susquehanna River and the
Chesapeake Bay as the major shaping forces within the region and Maryland, could be used as a
marketing tool in the area's signage, brochure covers, merchandise, and grant applications for
years to come. Under this umbrella, several core themes will articulate the LSHG "story:" The
Greenway Landscape, Waters in Motion, and The Lower Susquehanna Community. Each theme
conveys key aspects of the story, integrating themes and sub-themes of the LSHG's
developmental history and previous studies. These core themes will provide a clear organization
to allow residents and visitors to grasp the national significance of the LSHG.
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The three themes also will provide frameworks from which the LSHG "story" can be explained,
illustrated,. and interpreted. Each of these themes is briefly described below:

" The Greenway Landscape: This theme is comprised of land characteristics which
influenced human actions and, in turn, were shaped by humans. It includes the area's
topography and natural features and its resources, such as the forested wetlands, the
granite cliffs, and significant views. Geography influenced agricultural patterns, selection
of canals, rail and road alignments, industrial developments (such as extractive industries),
and eventually, environmental conservation and the greenway shape. The patterns of these
changes are left in the landscape and provide evidence ofthe LSHG "story."

o Waters in Motion: This theme illustrates the vital role water has played in the LSHG's
"story," including the Susquehanna River and its falls and creeks, as well as the
Chesapeake Bay and its tributaries. Water explains unique features such as the
Susquehanna Flats and its ecology. The river leaves an indelible imprint on human
settlement locations and was the engine for development within the region. Used as a
territorial boundary among cultures, it also became the basis for a transportation system
starting with Native Americans, who traversed the area, continuing with early settlers who
implemented a ferry system to cross the river and developed freight transportation using
crafts and boats built locally to descend the river. Later still, canals were developed along
the river to transport goods and today, sailing for leisure is a dominant use. Water also
provided sustenance to the successive inhabitants of the area, permitting industrial and
recreational fishing. Finally, due to the unique geography of the area (the fall line),
waterfalls were used as sources of power to build and run mills. In the 20th Century, the
harnessing of water led to hydroelectric power with the construction of the Conowingo
Darn.

" The Lower Susquehanna Community: This theme embraces the people and communities as
well as their roles in shaping the identity of the LSHG. The communities of the LSHG
were created by people who settled in the region, worked on its farms and in its industries,
and who stayed in towns and villages with distinctive cultural traditions. Most of the built
artifacts along the Lower Susquehanna River incorporate and reflect the communities'
values, including architecture and farmland. The theme of "Community" incorporates the
nature of human action on the land in shaping and renewing the Lower Susquehanna
Region and extends through a long continuum from the earliest presence of Native
Americans to later migrants and immigrants. It includes important personalities and
families that helped to shape a nation like John Rodgers and Jacob Tome. It also illustrates
community cultural traditions found in Quaker settlements, Free Black communities, and
waterfowl hunting folkways.
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GOAL 2: JEII1l21IbHtevisitors 1I:G lln21ve greater access to and understanding of the L§J8[G~s
heritage.

Objective 1: Increase the public 's understanding and use of the LSHG and its heritage
resources.

Experiencing the Heritage Area - The interpretive/regional strategy will be coupled closely with
an approach to the enhancement of visitor experience. The Management Plan recommends that
the visitor experience be centered on a loop system along the greenway trail, which uses a variety
of transportation modes:

9 Use the greenway trail as the organizing spine to interpret the LSHG's "story."

o Develop a series of interpretive loops that use a variety of transportation modes, including
the greenway trail, railroad routes, the river and bay, bike/hike trail segments, scenic
routes and byways, and water transport where possible.

" Define different interpretive focuses for each section of the greenway and its loops. Users
could experience a short loop segment, several loops, or the entire greenway. This
approach puts special emphasis on the modes of transportation, the points of entry to each
section, the themes, and the linkages between venues.

Objective 2: Increase and improve the visitor attractions offered in the LSHG by enhancing
the existing interpretive venues and developing new facilities to tell the region's "story. "

Key Interpretive Venues - The interpretive plan will focus on prioritizing the LSHG' s stories. It
will support a place-based interpretive strategy to tell a set of related stories along the greenway.
The plan recognizes that several interpretive heritage facilities exist on both sides of the
Susquehanna River. Such heritage venues are sites which include important resources associated
with the LSHG and its legacy:

a Designate and develop a Lower Susquehanna Discovery Visitor Center. The strongest
options for a discovery center location are in Havre de Grace, Perryville, Port Deposit,
and Susquehanna State Park. All of these sites maintain well recognized resources in their
communities, which are highly visible and easily accessible.

9 Recognize and designate a network of related heritage venues and tourist information
centers. These will include the existing network of interpretive facilities, museums, and
potential tourist information centers as well as new ones.

Coordinate interpretation between new and existing heritage venues within the LSHG to
enhance visitor experience. Assuming that the LSHGI develops a Discovery Center(s), the
Plan will address the use of these facilities and should coordinate activities and initiatives
with other interpretive heritage venues within the LSHG.
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o Assist in developing interpretive exhibits for new and existing heritage venues that will
portray the "story" of the LSHG as a single region with a single identity.

Objective 3: Incorporate LSHGI interpretive programs and materials into the existing
interpretive and educational programs of compatible organizations and entities.

Related Interpretive Programs - In helping visitors to understand and access the region, the
LSHGI's interpretive programs could assist partner entities (including museums, visitor facilities,
non-profit entities, institutions, businesses, and school districts) to develop integrated programs.
These may include the creation of educational programs, multi-media materials, research, and
regular/periodic events that bring attention and visitors to the LSHG. LSHGI activities will
include, but would not necessarily be limited to:

e Seeking out partnerships with universities and other private partners to support
interpretive and educational programs financially and otherwise.

o Developing programs in conjunction with existing interpretive and educational groups,
institutions, and non-profit organizations.

Using new technologies and the Internet to provide creative materials and acquire
distribution channels for interpretive and educational programs. The contents of such
programs could then be widely available throughout the two counties and beyond.

Providing assistance to research entities or schools to create and distribute primary and
secondary school education modules, including field trips and recreational activities.

" Providing assistance and/or sponsorship for conferences or colloquia to review
educational and historical/cultural research opportunities within the LSHG.

o Working with transportation agencies to make it easier for everyone to access all parts of
the LSHG.

c Providing incentives for higher education research, directed study, and internship
opportunities within the LSHG.
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Objective: Develop a unifying interpretive
experience for the LSHG.

Strategy: Work with existing interpretive and
educational organizations and entities to
develop integrated programs that provide
regional benefits to enhance visitor experience.

Objective: Develop the LSHG into a regional
heritage attraction.

Strategy: Develop a regional interpretive
strategy that links the LSHG to a thematic
framework, its physical linkages, and
interpretive venues and programs.

Objective: Maintain the integrity of the
LSHG and strengthen the traditions and
authenticity ofits heritage components
through unified themes.

Strategy: Assist in the development of an
integrated LSHG history 01' "story" by
marketing the LSHG under joint themes.

Objective: Increase the public's
understanding and use of the LSHG and its
heritage resources.

Strategy: Utilize the greenway to organize the
LSHG, develop a series of interpretive loops,
and define different interpretive focuses for
each section.

Objective: Increase and improve the visitor
attractions offered in the LSHG.

Strategy: Designate and assist in the
development of interpretive exhibits and a
network of tourist service and information
centers for the LSHG.

Objective: Incorporate LSHG interpretive
programs/materials into the existing
interpretive and educational programs of
compatible organizations and entities.

Strategy: Integrate LSHGI programs with the
programs of compatible organizations and
entities, assist interpretive and educational
partners in the development and furthering of
such programs, and assist in the research of
new technologies that may benefit the LSHG.

PART u. ][NFRASTRUCTURE, LHNKAGE§, AND FACILITY DEVELOPMENT

Infrastructure, linkages, and facility development incorporates the physical support system for the
visitor experience. LSHGI infrastructure strategies include efforts that will involve direct
improvements to preserve and rehabilitate historic resources and associated key settings. LSHGI
strategies will improve linkages between heritage resources by completing the "core" greenway
and developing a network of related tour loops. LSHGI strategies also will include facility
development for historical interpretation, visitor and community recreation, and enjoyment of the
natural environment.

GOAL 1: Link small communities, as well as recreational and rural areas through scenic
byways, water access routes, trails, and pathways.

Objective 1:Complete construction of the "core" greenway trail, including connections across
the river,

"Core" Heritage Infrastructure - The "core" greenway trail system is the spine of the LSHG. It
acts as a guide to link each component of infrastructure within the region. Completion of the
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"core" greenway will link major historical, cultural, natural, and recreational venues allowing for
an enhanced visitor experience. Recommended strategies for the LSHGI include:

a Supporting and funding the "core" greenway trail completion

o Supporting the design and development of key pedestrian connections and linkages
between Harford and Cecil Counties, such as a pedestrian bridge across the Susquehanna
River.

Identifying, designating, and providing signage at trailheads along the greenway and other
loops to connect foot, bike, and horse trails, roads, commuter rails, and water access.

GOAL 2: Foster linkages among am) between heritage attractions that encourage visitors
to explore, linger, ami sam ple the diverse offerings of the LSHG.

Objective 1: Utilize tour loops and the greenway trail to organize and link the new and
existing interpretive/recreational venues for a cohesive visitor experience.

Infrastructure, Linkages, and Facility Development - Because of the sheer magnitude of proposed
linkage and facility improvements, the LSHGI's involvement in many of the larger projects would
be as a catalyst for encouraging investment. LSHGI activities include:

o Providing assistance and funding to develop and manage the Lower Susquehanna
Discovery Center (or other visitor centers) and define appropriate interpretative exhibits
and materials that support a unified LSHG.

Selecting the loop system and assist with improvements to its system of scenic routes.

Assisting in the improvement and development of additional water access and landing
routes for water transportation, including increasing slip capacity for transient boaters.

Providing support and funding for improvements at existing interpretive/visitor facilities.

Developing, designing, and implementing coordinated signage and informational packages
using the LSHG logo, potentially including differentiated signage for each loop to
reinforce its identity, as well as other related products.

Develop interpretive wayside exhibits along the "core" greenway and its loops.
Interpretive wayside exhibits also will be developed for historical and natural settings to
highlight the history and significance of resources along the trail for self-guided tours.
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Objective: Complete the construction of the
"core" greenway trail system, including river
crossings.

Strategy: Support the design and development
of key pedestrian connections and other
linkages between the Harford and Cecil
Counties, such as the "Pedestrian Bridge"
across the Susquehanna River.

Strategy: Support and fund the completion of
the "core" greenway trail system.

Strategy: Develop, design, and implement
coordinated signage and informational
packages using the LSHG logo.

Strategy: Identify, designate, and provide
signage at trailheads along the greenway and
other loops to connect access routes.

Objective: Utilize tour loops, scenic routes,
and the greenway to organize and link
existing and new interpretive/recreational
venues for a cohesive visitor experience.

Strategy: Provide assistance and funding to
develop and managc a network of tourist
service and information centers as well as
existing interpretive and visitor facilities.

Strategy: Develop interpretive wayside
exhibits for self-guided tours along the
greenway, its outer loops, and sites and settings
with historical/natural significance.

Strategy: Assist in the improvement of
enhanced water access and slip capacity

PART ID: COMMUNITY AND ECONOMJ[C DEVELOPMENT

Heritage programs and activities will promote and assist community and economic development
through marketing initiatives, creation and promotion of development opportunities, assistance in
securing development financing, and promotion of locally-based businesses.

GOAL 1: Increase the economic activity associated with tourism, creating opportunities for
small business development, job growth, and a stronger tax base.

Objective 1:Support community growth and capital-based expansion by assisting efforts for
community revitalization and the reuse of historic structures and sites.

Community and Economic Development - Community and economic development includes
activities designed to support and stimulate community growth and capital-base expansion.
LSHGI strategies include actions for assisting individuals, organizations, and communities, who
will benefit from heritage tourism, such as bed and breakfasts, restaurants, and other service
industries. LSHGI activities include:

o Providing financial and technical assistance for related revitalization efforts that reinforce
historic venues and settings for heritage tourism, such as business retention efforts and
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assistance in new business creation that takes advantage of the LSHG designation and
historic rehabilitation.

Providing periodic assistance for demonstration projects which offer exemplary practices
in coordinating development, reuse, and/or preservation with other revitalization
programs. This might include development of coordinated "Main Street" programs for the
LSHG's core resource communities or providing technical, marketing, and financial
assistance to localities and businesses.

GOAL 2: Enhance economic development and! tourism while expanding recreational
opportunities in the L§HG consistent with its heritage resources.

Objective 1: Improve visitor support services in the LSHG.

Visitor Support Services - Economic development activities will increase information about the
entire LSHG both in terms of visitor sites, development opportunities, and support for heritage
venues and the greenway trail. These elements are essential for the success of the LSHG. LSHGI
activities that improve visitor support services include:

o Supporting development of informational materials along the LSHG, such as maps,
guides, and related services. Improvements potentially include assistance in packaging
tours of the LSHG that incorporate multiple services and might be targeted to different
market segments including business travelers, leisure travelers, and residents.

e Using new technologies, such as the Internet, to create the potential for revenue sources
to support corridor-wide information and products.

GOAL #3: Balance the impact of tourism activity with the quality of life enjoyed by
residents.

Objective #1: Target assistance in compatible areas with compatible uses for the best return
OUt investment.

Compatible Uses - Economic development should target areas and uses that will be compatible
with the LSHG. Targeting compatible uses also will assist in balancing the impacts of increased
tourism on the local quality oflife and provide the best return on investment. The LSHGI can play
an important role in the development of such programs by:

o Encouraging centrally managed entrepreneurial activities, such as logo licensing, fee-based
activities, and/or development packaging.

Assisting local businesses that are involved in historical rehabilitation or restoration, such
as antique stores or bed and breakfasts.
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Maximizing targeted assistance for tourism on the "core" greenway trail and downtown
areas of Havre de Grace, Perryville, and Port Deposit while minimizing tourism
development in outlying residential areas.

Objective: Support community growth and
capital-based expansion by assisting efforts
for community revitalization and the reuse of
historic structures and sites.

Strategy: Provide assistance for revitalization
efforts that promote and reinforce heritage
tourism.

Strategy: Provide periodic assistance for
projects that offer examples of adaptive' reuse
of historic structures, downtown revitalization,
and preservation related activities.

Objective: Improve visitor support services
in the LSHG.

Strategy: Support and assist the development
of informational and promotional materials for
the LSHG.

Strategy: Assist in the utilization of new
technologies to support informational and
promotional materials.

Objective: Target assistance in compatible
~~i,lj!ij~~@!iir~;:'Jareas with compatible uses for the best return

on investment.

Strategy: Encourage centrally managed
business activities as revenue generators

Strategy: Provide assistance for local
businesses involved in the restoration and/or
rehabilitation of historic structures and sites.

Strategy: Maximize investments by targeting
assistance for initiatives that are compatible
with the goals and objectives for the LSHG.

PART IV: PruE§ERVATION AND ruE§OURCE STEWARD§HIJP

. Preservation and resource stewardship pertains to the protection, preservation, enhancement, and
management of the natural, cultural, and historic resource characteristics of the LSHG for future
generations. In general, these are the responsibility of the localities, public entities, and private
interests that control and manage buildings and land use. The LSHGI will encourage public and
private organizations within the LSHG to recognize the value of historic resources, as well as the
greenway's natural settings and its recreational resources. The LSHGI will advocate enactment by
responsible local government of measures for effective resource protection. In general, actions
and strategies under this program will be aimed at enhancing the climate for preservation and
rehabilitation of historic buildings and conservation of natural and cultural resources.

GOAL 1: Encourage the preservation and conservation of heritage resources and natural
features to protect the L§HG's vita! ecological functions and many abundant resources.

Objective 1:Assist the counties, towns, and private interests in their efforts to protect,
preserve, enhance, and manage the heritage resources of the LSHG for future generations.
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Managing the LSHG - In order to assist in the effective management of the LSHG, grants and
other loan funding will need to be provided to localities enacting preservation ordinances and/or
guidelines within the LSHG in a pro-active and systematic manner. The LSHGI will require a
competent staff of professionals to direct and receive grant funding. Staffing also will be required
to initiate and direct programs for fund raising, heritage resource management, and priority
assistance. Essentially, the LSHGI will receive grant/loan funds to pay staff and provide technical
assistance to municipalities in the LSHG. Local communities are expected to endorse the
Management Plan. They then will be eligible for assistance targeted to private residences and
businesses, as well as toward key civic spaces, structures, and sites.

Objective 2: Advocate enactment of appropriate resource protection legislation by responsible
local government entities.

Stewardship Strategies - As an important resource stewardship strategy, the LSHGI should
promote the advancement oflegislation by local governments that provides appropriate support
for heritage resource protection. Legislation may include LSHGI staff assistance during project
review at sites and locations critical to the success of the LSHG. For example, the LSHGI can
assist in the preparation of sample historic preservation ordinances for municipalities.

Objective 3: Assist local governments in the development of resource management programs
to ensure the long term protection of heritage resources.

Stewardship Strategies - Another important resource stewardship strategy is the development and
implementation of incentive programs to assist and enhance the climate for heritage resource
preservation and protection. Assistance programs and incentives also should conserve farmland
and protect important natural habitats. By providing technical assistance to identify tools and
techniques for municipalities to use with land-use/transportation, planning, and growth
management efforts, the LSHGI can achieve its heritage resource preservation and conservation
goals. For example, the LSHGI may provide technical assistance in the preparation ofnornination
papers for the National Register of Historic Places. The LSHGI also may provide direct technical
and financial assistance to individual historic restoration and rehabilitation projects.

GOAL 2: Encourage the adaptive reuse of historic structures and sites, conservation of
natural areas important to the L§HG's character and environment, ami preserve the
continuity ami authenticity of cultural arts, heritage attractions, and indigenous regional
traditions.

Objective 1: Increase awareness of the value of heritage resources among public and private
interests within the LSHG.

Community Awareness - In order to succeed the communities of the LSHG will need to be
involved in the stewardship of heritage resources. The LSHGI can assist with education and
advocacy activities by supplying brochures and guides to wildlife as well as other outreach
materials to inform citizens and officials of the benefits of land conservation. The LSHGI can
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educate residents and visitors alike about the importance of historic preservation through guides
to historic walks, plaques on historic structures, and teaching modules. The LSHGI should give
formal recognition to businesses and private interests that participate and are aligned with the
project's mission, providing them special attention and acknowledging their eligibility for
assistance.

Objective 2: Enhance the climate for preservation and rehabilitation of historical structures
and sites and conservation of natural and cultural resources within the LSHG.

Rehabilitation and Revitalization - The LSHGI will work with localities and groups to identify and
prioritize natural areas of concern to better target preservation, rehabilitation, conservation, and
economic initiatives. If appropriate, these areas will be included as new "Target Investment Zones
(TIZ)." The LSHGI will provide grants to counties and communities to help acquire land for
conservation purposes. The LSHGI will provide financial incentives to encourage historic
preservation and adaptive re-use of critical resources and also help municipalities develop their
own incentives. Recognizing businesses and private interests that participate and are aligned with
the project's mission is important for the success of rehabilitation and revitalization programs and
projects.
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Objective: Assist the counties, towns, and
private interests in their efforts to protect,
preserve, enhance, and manage the heritage
resources ofthe LSHG for future

Strategy: Acquire immediate and professional
staffmg to assist the LSHGI in administering
funds and programs,

Objective: Advocate enactment of
appropriate resource protection legislation
by responsible local government entities,

Strategy: Provide gmnts and loan funding to
localities enacting preservation ordinances
andlor guidelines within the LSHG in a pro-
active and systematic manner.

Objective: Assist local governments in the
development of resource management
programs to ensure the long term protection
of heritage resources.

Strategy: Promote and assist the advancement
oflocallegislation that provides for heritage
resource protection, such as historic
preservation ordinances for localities.

Objective: Increase awareness ofthe value of
heritage resources among public and private
interests within the LSHG.

Strategy: Assist localities in developing
incentive programs for preserving heritage
resources (including farmland and natural
habitats).

Objective: Enhance the climate for
preservation and rehabilitation of historical
structures and sites and conservation of
natural and cultural resources within the
LSHG.

Strategy: Educate visitors and residents alike
concerning the importance of preserving
heritage resources through outreach materials
and other mediums.

Strategy: Work with localities and citizens of
the LSHG to identify and prioritize heritage
resources to better target investment.

Strategy: Recognize and acknowledge formally
businesses and other private interests that
participate and are aligned with the mission
for the LSHG.

PART V: MARKETING AND OUTREACH

Marketing and outreach will focus on activities and initiatives designed to promote the LSHG's
unique identity to local and regional audiences, Targeted marketing programs, the development of
a uniform logo for signage and products, and interpretation of core themes all will be part of a
broad-based marketing strategy to develop and enhance awareness of the LSHG, attract a larger,
multi-market audience, and achieve optimum visitation,

GOAL 1: Enhance the visitor appeal and enjoyment of the Lower Susquehanna River's
history, culture, and natural environment and scenic beauty by improving the overall
"product" and visitor experience.

Objective. 1.'Create a regional identity for the LSHG and develop a comprehensive marketing
plan for the region.

The creation of a regional identity will need to developed for effective marketing (discussed under
Interpretation and Education), In addition, a comprehensive marketing plan will need to be
developed for the LSHG by the LSHGI. When developing targeted local and outreach marketing
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programs for resident and tourist markets, the heritage resources and visitor support services of
the LSHG are promoted. This is a fundamental element in building a tourism driven economy.

Objective 2: Coordinate marketing, promotional activities, and local programming with
public/private activities and attractions to maximize exposure for the LSHG and develop
mutually supportive marketing and promotional programs.

The LSHGI should identify partners and develop a network of cooperative relationships with
existing tourism and business development organizations to assist in marketing efforts.
Cooperative relationships could involve state and local government agencies and entities engaged
to tourism activities. It also could include coordinated local programming with that of attractions
located outside of the LSHG, such as the Ordnance Museum and the Ripken Museum in
Aberdeen, as well as the Upper Bay Museum in North East. The development of mutually
supportive marketing and promotional activities will help sustain the LSHG in the future.

Objective: Create a regional identity for the
LSHG and develop a comprehensive
marketing plan for the region.

Strategy: Develop a network of public/private
partnerships to maximize exposure for the
LSHG and assist in marketing, promotion, and
programming.

Strategy: Develop and implement a regional
identity for the LSHG through partnerships
and public/private outreach.

Objective: Coordinate marketing,
promotional activities, and local
programming with public/private activities
and attractions to maximize exposure for the
LSHG and develop mutually supportive
marketing and promotional programs.

Strategy: Develop a comprehensive marketing
plan fOI' the LSHG that targets the most
responsive resident and visitor markets for
tourism.

PART VI: PARTNERSHIPS

Partnerships are important to the successful implementation of the Management Plan. The role of
individual partners varies, but partnerships are basic to virtually every facet of the Management
Plan. In order to work with the LSHGI, each partner must understand what role they are being
asked to play in the management scheme. The following outlines the recommended actions that
partners with the LSHGI are being requested to undertake. Partners include Harford and Cecil
Counties, the Towns of Port Deposit and Perryville, as well as the City of Havre de Grace.

GOAL 1: Strengthen the public/private partnership that win interpret, communicate,
publicize, protect, and restore the heritage of the LSHG and accomplish these goals via
partnerships among local and regional Readers, non-profit organizations, businesses, and
state agencies.

Objective 1:Maximize partnerships between the LSHGI and public/private interests to
advance the mission for the LSHG.
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Local Governments - Partnerships with local government entities is critical for the success of the
LSHG. Cecil and Harford Counties, the Towns of Port Deposit and Perryville and the City of
Havre de Grace are being asked to perform the following functions:

Endorse the recommendations of the Management Plan.

o Continue to provide technical assistance to the LSHGI throughout the implementation of
the Management Plan.

Provide direct and indirect financial assistance to the LSHGI to help meet the
recommended operation and staffing requirements of the Management Plan.

o Enact appropriate legislation to help achieve the preservation, conservation and
community and economic objectives of the Management Plan, this includes historic district
zoning provisions for identified key historic resources.

o Work with the LSHGI to develop incentive programs to encourage
restoration/rehabilitation and the adaptive re-use of historic properties.

Work with the LSHGI to implement the greenway trail projects where county properties
or other resources may be involved.

Continue to have key county agencies assist the LSHGI in the implementation of the
Management Plan, especially those agencies involved in planning, economic and tourism
development, resource conservation, parks and recreation development, and historic
preservation.

In coordination with the LSHGI, establish procedures for identifying historic and non-
historic (contributing) properties that may be certified as eligible for the "Maryland
Income Tax Credit."

o Cooperate with the LSHGI in implementation of the Management Plan, including
participation on the LSHGI Board of Directors and/or its committees.

Public and Private Partners - Public and private partnerships also are important to the successful
implementation of the Management Plan. The following outlines the recommended actions that
public and private partners of the LSHGI are being requested to undertake. Some public partners
include Susquehanna State Park (Maryland Department of Natural Resources), State and Federal
Agencies, and local museums and other interpretive facilities and related organizations involved in
historic preservation and interpretation. Some private partners include the Havre de Grace
Management Council (a liaison between the Havre de Grace Mayor and City Council), local
businesses and corporations such as PEeD Energy Corporation and Arundel Quarry, merchant
and business organizations such as the Harford and Cecil Counties Chambers of Commerce, and
other civic groups and organizations involved in compatible heritage area initiatives.
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Susquehanna State Park (Department of Natural Resources):

o Endorse the recommendations of the Management Plan.

o Review the current "Susquehanna State Park Master Plan" to address the
recommendations of the Management Plan for Susquehanna State Park, including
measures to increase tourist services and facilities in the park, recommended trail
improvements, and increased interpretive venues along the trail and in the park.

o Continue to work with LSHGI to implement the greenway trail projects, where park
property or other resources may be involved.

o Continue to cooperate with the LSHGI in implementation of the Management Plan,
including participation on the Board and/or committees.

State and Federal Agencies:

9 Endorse the Management Plan.

Continue to provide financial assistance for implementation of the recommended program
activities and capital projects of the LSHGI and its partners.

Continue to provide technical assistance for the planning and programming of projects and
activities of the LSHGI and its partners.

Museums and Other Preservation/Interpretation Organizations:

Work with the LSHGI to increase and improve the museum offerings in the region.

o Work with the LSHGI to create a regional identity and to market the region to increase
visits.

o Participate with the LSHGI in programs and projects to improve local and regional
awareness of the area's heritage.

Work with the LSHGI to insure that the visitor experience is ofthe highest quality at all
museums and interpretive facilities including authentic stories, themes and materials and
quality facilities, staff and programs.

o Cooperate with the LSHGI in developing a unified interpretive facilities development
program for the region including data collection, marketing, pricing structure, and other
initiatives.
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o In coordination with the LSHGI, establish procedures for identifying historic and non-
historic (contributing) properties that may be certified as eligible for the "Maryland
Income Tax Credit."

o Cooperate with the LSHGI in implementation of the Management Plan, including
participation on the LSHGI Board of Directors and/or its committees.

Havre de Grace Management Council:

Endorse the Management Plan.

o Continue to act as facilitators between the Havre de Grace Mayor and City Council and
the LSHGI.

Cooperate with the LSHGI in implementation of the Management Plan.

Businesses and Corporations:

e Endorse the Management Plan.

Provide technical, financial and other assistance to the LSHGI commensurate with the
direct and indirect benefits that implementation of the Management Plan provides to the
community.

Participate in the leadership of the LSHGI and on its committees.

Merchant and Business Organizations:

Work with the LSHGI to insure that the visitor experience is of the highest quality at all
tourism related businesses and services including quality facilities, staff, products and
services.

Work with the LSHGI to development and market a positive local and regional identity
for the LSHG.

e Cooperate with the LSHGI in implementation of the Management Plan, including
participation on the LSHGI Board of Directors and/or its committees.

Civic Groups and Organizations:

e Endorse the Management Plan.

Work with the LSHGI to develop projects and programs that will improve local awareness
of and appreciation for the heritage, cultural and natural resources of the region.
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Participate in the leadership of the LSHGI including working on and with the LSHGI
Board of Directors and its committees to implement the recommendations of the
Management Plan.

c

Assist the LSHGI in developing and implementing resource preservation and stewardship
programs throughout the region.

Work with the LSHGI to develop the greenway trail.

o Work with the LSHGI to implement revitalization programs and projects to strengthen the
traditional downtown areas, including increasing shopping opportunities within traditional
business districts and providing more opportunities for pedestrian activity between and
within neighborhoods.

Objective: Maximize partnerships between
the LSHGI and public/private interests to
advance the mission for the LSHG.

Strategy: Facilitate endorsement of the
Management Plan with the local governments
of Cecil and Harford Counties.

Strategy: Facilitate endorsement of the
Management Plan with the local governments
of the Towns of Port Deposit and Perryville
and the City of Havre de Grace.

Strategy: Facilitate endorsement of the
Management Plan with other public/private
interests such as state and federal agencies and
local organizations and entities involved in
heritage preservation, interpretation, and
community and economic development.
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